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Abstract: Customer Relationship Management (CRM) consists with a company and its existing and potential customers through a systematic way for ensuring maximum customer satisfaction. Most of the organizations use specific software or enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution for better customer services. Main purposes of CRM are to improve provided customer services, to sustain customer within competitive market and to use customers’ information for target marketing or post selling with future referral. CRM is included some philosophical policies and process of the organizations to deal with the customers. CRM is technology based business strategy which focused both business to business (B2B) and business to customer (B2C) sectors. This paper is focused on needs of customer relationship management in business and its relationship with marketing or sells performance from the perspective of Bangladesh showing some points of views.
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I. Introduction

A time has been passed when customers’ needs and wants had no value and market competition did not exist there in business. Now most of all organizations make a different unit as customer relationship management only for satisfying and sustaining the customer to run long term business. Organizations enhance CRM strategies with time and demand of customers over the world.

Concept of Customer Relationship Management (CRM) was introduced earlier 1970s but it was physical meeting for customer satisfaction survey. In 1982, Kate and Robert D. Kestnbaum introduced the concept of Database Marketing, namely applying statistical methods to analyze and gather customer data (Wikipedia, 2018) and after that it was started to use commercially as customer relationship management through using various contact tools and software. But it was popularized after 1996.

CRM is a best business strategy to learn more about wants, needs and behavior of customers in order to develop strongest relationships with them. A better business philosophy of CRM must use a technical solution to assist in dealing with customers effectively and efficiently. Most of all successful CRM in businesses rely on proper application of technology with time. To retain existing customers and expanding business the importance of CRM is paramount in the commercial world. An organization implements customer relationship management for selling products or services, after sales services, future sales, online services and so on within the country or across the border. Customer relationship management process impact on loyalty of customers to the organizations. Researcher found by study that CRM implementation process can be through seven-stages like collecting information, storing information, accessing information, analyzing customer behavior, effective marketing, enhancing customer experience and evaluation of CRM strategies. Customer relationship management process was shown by figure-01 below;
Marketing can be easier by collective information of customer relationship management and using CRM to gain a better understanding of customers’ needs, desires and self-perception, it can be rewarded and targeted markets or customers effectively. A satisfied customer is great advertisement for an organization. To create customer and keep flow of products and services marketing is most important unit of an organization and through implementation of CRM strategy in business the organization may run for long time with fame.

II. Literature Review

The overriding goals are to move customer up the leader that is along relationship continual from the point which they are stronger that need to be attracted. Appropriate intervention strategies are needed in order to make CRM implementation more effective and to bring sustainable changes in performances (Kebede and Tegegne, 2018).

KS (2018) mentioned in his article that the achievement of CRM close depends on the vigorous involvement of the employees in the organization themselves and the customer-orientation strategy is one of an organization’s resources to increase customer satisfaction and business income as well as is also a very significant measurement.

Today, with the wide usages of electronic communication technologies, customer relationship management has undergone significant changes and it represents a system with includes all aspects of communication and interaction with customer and in other words, it determines how to work with customer, solve their problems and persuade them to purchase products and services (Cvijović, Kostić-Stanković, & Reljić, 2017)

Bin–Nashwan and Hassan (2017) stated that the importance of customer satisfaction cannot be denied as happy customers are like free advertising for the company. It is argued that preserving existing customers is easier than finding new ones. Hence, organizations are setting strategies to ensure customer retention and changing their employees to be more customer and service oriented. The organizations’ aim is not only to satisfy the customers, but also to complete in the market place to attain their goals, they also added.

The relationship between organization and customer is a subject that emerges with market genesis. Since the end of the 90’s a new “buzzword” or phrase, related to this topic has been present in organizations: Customer Relationship Management (CRM). This phrase is closely connected to Relational Marketing and Enterprise Information Systems. CRM results from the increase in competitiveness among companies, the advent of the information age, higher product quality, changing life styles, globalization, among other factors (Adikaram, Khatibi and Yajid, 2016).

Wali, Uduma and Wright (2016) tried to show in their study that the B2B sector in the Nigerian telecommunications industry has contributed to the growth in National GDP (from 0.1% in 2002 when Nigerians began to invest into the B2B sector to 3.2% in 2013)(NCC, 2013). The intervention of B2B firms in the sector is believed to have contributed to increasing the rate of service complaints’ responses through CRM.

The principles and activities of CRM are implemented as a customer-focused and technology-oriented strategy could be adopted in the B2C sector, but there was less known about CRM within the university sector.
The impact of CRM is for effectiveness and service quality delivery on international students in the higher education sector (Wali and Wright, 2016).

Soliman (2011) stated that CRM is considered one of the most important targets in about 60% of the projects around the world. Great advance in technology helped in better dividing of the market territories, enhancing communications with customers, providing an environment rich with information so as to contribute in improving efficient strategies to deal with customers. In a modern study of De Paul University about the best practices of sales administration, only 50% of companies of which sales reached more than one million dollars admitted that they practice CRM and only 55% of these companies made it clear that their CRM programs greatly helped establish relationship with customers. While, 81% of the companies, which achieved sales of less than 100 million dollars and adopted ready-made CRM programs, admitted that these programs were useful, 75% mentioned that they helped establish customer relationship, he also added.

Chowdhury and Gábor (2010) described in their conference paper that customer relationship management is a combination of philosophies, polices and strategies connecting different players within an organization so as to coordinate their efforts in creating an overall valuable series of experiences, products and services for the customer.

Lambert (2010) stated that the CRM process has been divided into two parts, the strategic process, in which management establishes and strategically manages the process and the operational process in which implementation takes place. The strategic process is led by the chief executive officer and a management team that is comprised of executives from the typical business functions such as: marketing, sales, finance, production, purchasing, logistics and research and development. At the operational level, there will be a customer team for each key account and for each segment of other customers.

From above relevant articles, conference and study papers stipulate that customer relationship management is implementing many product or service based business organizations even at educational institutions over the world. Both profit and non-profit organizations are applying CRM for ensuring better customer satisfaction. Most of the relevant articles which have been mentioned here in literature review are from international articles or journal. There is no exclusive related article or journal found regarding the issue in Bangladesh to include.

**AIM OF THE STUDY**

The study aims to describe and investigate customer relationship management (CRM) from the perspective of Bangladesh in business. Though world has introduced CRM earlier 1970 but CRM implementation in the organization is fully new business strategy in Bangladesh. The goals of this study are;

- Illustrate the customer relationship management in business for customer satisfaction
- Relationship among marketing and CRM for long run business

**III. Methodology Of The Study**

This study has been illustrated only through secondary data like internet, newsletter, relevant articles, magazine or book and real time scenario of customer relationship management in businesses. In this study data are analyzed in descriptive method.

**CURRENT TRENDS**

Current scenarios regarding customer relationship management in business over Bangladesh and across the border are given below:

- Customers are more conscious about support system of products or services provider.
- Competitive marketers are trying to serve the customers even at door step.
- Support centers are establishing at district or semi urban area also.
- Market survey has been started broadly for development of the organizations in Bangladesh like developed countries.
- Research and development department is being made in large organizations for better products or services in Bangladesh now a day.
- Products or services are being introduced by fair or symposium through newsletters or electronic medias.
- Advertising through all medias are increasing with time over the world
- Online market space has become unlimited and offers of products or services have become global
- Bangladesh has started online marketing even at semi urban level
- Some organizations are supporting the customers 24/7 round the year over phone or instant message system
- Small organizations are also trying to support customers within their capability
IV. Findings

The findings suggest that customer relationship management implementation in business for customer satisfaction include attractive activities which are quality service, commercial practice and loyalty programs such as personal contact, service in time, complaints handling for resolving and promotional offers for both existing and potential customers.

Personal Contact

Now a days, organizations are collecting all kinds of contact information of existing or potential customers for both business to business (B2B) or business to customer (B2C) commercial sectors to promote sales, post sales, after sales services, instant online support, physical support etc. Organizations conduct frequently with customers for promoting them and pursuing to purchase products or services through phone calls, emails, sms and physical contact. Personal contact is very strong marketing process for expanding market and makes customer loyal to the organization. Bangladesh is also practicing these strategies to make wide market with better customer satisfaction and most of the renowned organizations are doing well to implement CRM.

Service in Time

To provide service in time is very important for satisfying customers. The practice of service in time has started here in Bangladesh. It may be product or service delivery, phone call or feedback call, replying of email or sms, but it should be in time for both business to business and business to customer dealings. Some organizations are providing services over phone for 24hours/365days to make customers happy. All kinds of customers would like to get services in time for their continuous performance. In rural area, the customers also want quality service in time. Organizations are trying to provide service in time to the customers and it’s improving with time.

Our social site like Facebook, twitter, LinkedIn etc. are being used as instant service provider tools through their messaging system. Many organizations are providing live service through these sites or their own instant messaging system throughout 24/7 only for satisfying the customers. Now, customers of our country are being habituated with all of these services.

Complaints Handling

To satisfy the customer, organization should handle the complaints with care. Complaints handling is one of the imperative task of CRM unit of the organizations. Every complaint should take care with cordially and also allege to concern department for future development of products or services. Some organizations like insurance and financial institutions are sending team physically to investigate complaint or any objection. The purpose of complaints handling should be to make satisfy the customers and a happy or satisfied customer is better than hundred times advertisement in any media. Many organizations of Bangladesh are escalating on customer relationship management day by day with time. Most of the organizations are holding one or more communication channels like hotline number, email ID, toll free number etc. to receive complaints from the customers to solve properly.

Promotional Offers

Business to business or businesses to customer, in both sectors CRM unit of the organizations promote all kinds of promotional offers to existing and potential customers rapidly to get a wide market. Promotional offers generally come through marketing department of the organizations. But yet, CRM unit play an imperative role here for the organizations as well as to create a better market for the products or services nationally and internationally. Now in a day, product and service based business centers of Bangladesh are also promoting them through CRM unit within the country and across the border strongly. Electronic and print media also keep a vital role to promote any offers of the organizations.

SUGGESTIONS

On the basis of this study some suggestions are given below for consideration of the organizations of Bangladesh in future development:

- Organizations should do survey quarterly in every year for organizational development as well as should bring customers’ needs and wants in that report. Survey should cover market positioning also.
- Organizations should update all kinds of customers’ and competitors’ information with time.
- Organizations should do evaluation of CMR strategies in half yearly and should change if required.
- Personal contact should be handled politely and effectively for both existing and potential customers.
- Without permission CRM person will not start talk to customers whether it physically or over phone or through e-calls.
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- In case of text communication, it should be maintained courtesy like time, salutation, text length, gender, age etc.
- Service in time should be maintained by the organization at any cost.
- Service time should be less and that should be within the mentioned or given time.
- Organization should take complaint as a gift to improve itself.
- Suggestions should be analyzed for consideration to implement in the organization.
- In some cases organization should send a physical team to investigate the critical complaint to customer end.
- CRM unit of the organization should emphasize on promotional activities for getting target market of its products or services.
- CRM unit of the organizations may get some incentive on their direct sales.

V. Conclusion

Customer relationship management is not implemented properly over the country yet. But most of the large organization is doing well to sustain the existing customers and trying to get potential market through CRM. In some cases, medium and small enterprise have started CRM unit in their business for lasting in competitive market. Agricultures of Bangladesh should be covered under CRM policy by both public and private sectors as an agricultural country for better agro-outputs and strong economy. In the same time communication infrastructure should be developed over the country in every steps.
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